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CAPSULE SUMMARY 
CT-62 
The Spout 
2715 Spout Lane 
Lusby, Calvert County 
1828 
Private 

The primary dwelling at The Spout, located at 2715 Spout Lane, is an intact and notable example of a well-appointed 

rural residence built for a successful tobacco farmer in Calvert County during the second quarter of the 19th century. 

The history of The Spout and the associated property is representative of major architectural, agricultural, maritime and 

development trends that took place in Calvert County during the 19th and 20th centuries. Initially constructed in 1828 as 

a two-and-a-half-story wood-frame side-hall-plan dwelling for the newly married Nathaniel Sollers, The Spout was a 

working tobacco farmstead, one of many in a county that had been defined by the cash crop since the 17th century. A 

subsequent enlargement of the house in the 1840s and late-19th-century kitchen addition reflect national domestic 

architectural trends taking place during the 19th century. During the mid-19th century a wharf developed on the 

property specifically to facilitate the transportation of the Sollers' tobacco crop. By the early 20th century the wharf also 

supported a store, post office and oyster packing house, a complex of commercial ventures highly representative of 

maritime culture and industry during the period. The wharf is a significant example of the larger wharf system which 

occupied an essential role in the transportation, economy and development of Calvert County during the 19th century. 

In the 1930s the house and property were converted from a working farm into a country estate for wealthy urbanites 

seeking pastoral refuge from the city. The Colonial Revival-style wing, four-car garage and secondary dwelling were 

constructed as part of this campaign. Alterations to the property included the planting of a formal garden and boxwood 

maze inspired by colonial examples in the field southwest of the house formerly used for growing tobacco. During the 

second half of the 20th century, Calvert County came under increasing development pressure from Washington, D. C , 

commuters in search of inexpensive suburban housing. Like so many other farmsteads in the county, The Spout property 

was subdivided in 1981 for suburban residential development. 

The primary dwelling at The Spout is a three-part wood-frame building in three segments representing four major 

building periods. It has a linear plan that runs along an axis from southeast to northwest. The principle portion of the 

house is the two-and-a-half-story southeast wing built in 1828 and circa 1840. It rests on a solid American-bond brick 

foundation, is clad in wide lapped weatherboard, and has a side-gable roof sheathed in pressed metal shingles. The two 

sections are unified by a two-story porch that extends the full width of the facade. Connecting the southeast wing with 

the northwest wing is a one-and-a-half-story wood-frame hyphen with a side-gable roof. It is clad in lapped 

weatherboard and rests on a solid masonry foundation. The northwest wing, built in 1928, is a two-story wood-frame 

building clad in wide lapped weatherboard with a solid brick foundation and a side-gable roof. Associated with the 

house is a garage, secondary dwelling, pool house, boathouse, and several agricultural buildings. 
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Maryland Inventory of 

Historic Properties Form 

1. Name of Property (indicate preferred name) 

historic The Spout (preferred) 

other Spout Farm; Old Spout 

2. Location 
street and number 2715 Spout Lane not for publication 

city, town Lusby vicinity 

county Calvert 

3. Owner of Property (give names and mailing addresses of all owners) 

name Vankirk E. Fehr and Cynthia Fehr 

street and number 2715 Spout Lane telephone 410-326-2854 

city, town Lusby state MD zip code 20657-2989 

4. Location of Legal Description 
courthouse, registry of deeds, etc. Calvert County Courthouse tax map and parcel: 42:335 

city, town Pr. Frederick liber ABE 283 folio 388 

5. Primary Location of Additional Data 
Contributing Resource in National Register District 

x Contributing Resource in Local Historic District 
Determined Eligible for the National Register/Maryland Register 
Determined Ineligible for the National Register/Maryland Register 
Recorded by HABS/HAER 
Historic Structure Report or Research Report 
Other 

6. Classification 
Category Ownership Current Function Resource Count 

district MI agriculture landscape Contributing Noncontributing 
^T u, .jMirWcA ~77 • x commerce/trade recreation/culture 7 1 buildings 
JL building(s) JX_ pnvate 
__ structure ___ both __ defense _ religion sites 

.. X domestic social 1 structures 
site — — ~ 

education transportation objects 
obiect — — 

funerary work in progress 1_ 2 Total 
government unknown 
health care vacant/not in use Number of Contributing Resources 
industry other: previously listed in the Inventory 



7. Description Inventory No. CT-62 

Condition 

JL excellent deteriorated 
good ruins 
fair altered 

Prepare both a one paragraph summary and a comprehensive description of the resource and its various elements as it 
exists today. 

The primary dwelling at The Spout, located at 2715 Spout Lane, is a three-part wood-frame building in three segments 
representing four major building periods. It has a linear plan that runs along an axis from southeast to northwest. The principal 
portion of the house is the two-and-a-half-story southeast wing. It rests on a solid American-bond brick foundation, is clad in wide 
lapped weatherboard, and has a side-gable roof sheathed in pressed metal shingles. This portion of the house was built in two 
sections: the northwest half in 1828, followed by the southeast half during the mid-19th century. The two sections are unified by a 
two-story porch that extends the full width of the facade. Connecting the southeast wing with the northwest wing is a one-and-a-
half-story wood-frame hyphen with a side-gable roof. It is clad in lapped weatherboard and rests on a solid foundation that is 
partially brick and partially parged. The south slope of the hyphen roof is sheathed in synthetic slate and the north slope in 
composite shingles. The northwest wing, built in 1928 and executed in the Colonial Revival style, is a two-story wood-frame 
building clad in wide lapped weatherboard with a solid brick foundation and a side-gable roof. The south slope of the roof is 
sheathed in synthetic slate and the north slope is sheathed in asphalt shingles. 

SETTING. The property is located west of Lusby on a peninsula of land bounded by Mears Cove on the south, the Patuxent River 
on the west, and St. Leonard Creek on the north. This rural area, known as Sollers and accessed by Sollers Wharf Road, rises 
approximately 30 above sea level and slopes steeply down to the surrounding waterways. The house at 2715 Spout Lane is 
situated on a level plot of land and is oriented facing southwest away from St. Leonard Creek. The rear of the house commands a 
clear view of St. Leonard Creek. The house is approached by a dirt and gravel drive, lined on both sides with mature cedar trees, 
which runs in front of the house to a wide turn around and parking area in front of the garage, located immediately southwest of the 
house. Mature trees are scattered around the house and associated buildings. A significant number of large mature boxwoods are 
located along walkways and at the edges of the yard. A dense area of mature trees and vegetation is located on the south side of 
the drive behind the gate house. This landscape buffer separates the immediate yard of the house and drive from the boxwood 
maze and formal garden located south of the drive. A lightly forested area exists east of the house along the slope to the water and 
around the boathouse and extends south to the drive entrance off of Sollers Wharf Road. 

PRIMARY RESOURCE EXTERIOR. The facade, or southwest elevation, of the southeast wing is characterized by asymmetrical 
fenestration and a regular two-story five-bay shed-roof front porch. The porch features chamfered square wood Tuscan posts, and 
segmental arches spanning the bays. A wood balustrade is present on the second story with square balusters and a round rail and 
there is a blank frieze above the arches on the first story. The porch ceilings are clad in beaded board. This elevation is clad in 
wide lapped weatherboard. Evidence for the two periods of construction of this portion of the house can be seen in the vertical in
board which disguises a seam in the weatherboard. Furthermore, the weatherboard on the 1828 portion of the house is slightly 
narrower and more irregular in width than that of the mid-19th-century portion. A vertical wood in-board disguises the seam 
between the two types of weatherboard. A molded wood cornice is present on this elevation. At the peak of the gable roof, 
slightly off-center, is a square wood cupola that the current owners indicated houses a bell. The cupola is capped by a pyramidal-
shaped roof sheathed in metal and has arched openings on each side covered by diagonal latticework. 

The first story of the southwest elevation is five irregular bays in width with an off-center entry in the third bay. The entry features 
a wood door with six raised panels and a four-light transom. Three of the transom lights are glazed with clouded glass exhibiting a 
quatrefoil pattern. In front of the exterior door is a wood storm door with eight lights over a single horizontal raised panel. The 
entry is flanked on the first story by two 9/6 wood-sash windows on each side, with operable wood louvered shutters held back by 
metal hardware. Windows on this elevation, and throughout the entire dwelling, are protected with single-light fixed storm sashes. 
Windows on the 1828 portion of the elevation have molded wood surrounds featuring a robust torus and projecting unmolded 
sills. Windows on the mid-19th-century portion have a similar profile but feature an unmolded backband. The second story of the 
southwest elevation is seven bays wide. The third bay is occupied by an off-center entry that provides access to the porch. There 
are five 6/6 wood-sash windows on the second story, shorter than those of the first story, and one small four-light window in the 
fifth bay that appears to date to the 20th century. 
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The southeast elevation of the principal section of the house is dominated by two large exterior-end shouldered American-bond 
brick chimneys with corbeled caps. A brick pent links the two chimneys just underneath the shoulders. The pent roof is sheathed 
in pressed metal shingles. The gable end is asymmetrical: the southwest slope is steep while the northeast slope is shallower and 
more gradual. A single 4/4 wood-sash windows is present between the chimney stacks, providing light into the half-story. 
Cornerboards and cornices on this elevation are unmolded, with the exception of a short molded cornice return at the east corner. 

The northeast elevation of the principal section of the house is defined by the 1828 portion and the mid-19th-century portion that 
projects beyond the former. The 1828 portion is dominated by a one-story full-width shed-roof screened-in porch with chamfered 
square wood posts and overhanging eaves and exposed rafters in the soffit. The first story is three bays wide with an entry in the 
first bay and two 9/6 wood-sash windows. The entry has a wood door with four raised panels, covered by an eight-light storm door 
the same at that on the facade. The second story features 6/6 wood-sash windows with wood louvered shutters held back with metal 
hardware. Like on the facade, window and door surrounds are wood and feature a robust protruding torus molding and projecting 
unmolded sills. The 1828 portion of the elevation features unmolded cornerboards and a molded wood cornice. The mid-19th-
century addition is defined by two evenly-spaced wood-sash windows on each of the two stories, flanked by louvered wood 
shutters with an astragal surrounding the louver frame, held back by metal hardware. Windows on the first story are 9/6 and those 
on the second story are 6/6. They have wood surrounds like those on the facade, molded with a backhand. The mid-19th-century 
addition also features beaded cornerboards and a wood cornice with molding both above and below the corona. 

The northwest elevation of the principal portion of the house is partially obscured by the one-and-a-half-story hyphen. An exterior-
end shouldered brick chimney is present on the 1828 portion, flanked by two six-light wood sashes on either side of the chimney 
stack, above the shoulder, providing light to the half-story. A blocked door is present in the mid-19th-century portion, now 
enclosed within the screened-in porch. As on the southeast elevation, the cornice is not molded on this elevation except for 
shallow cornice returns. 

The hyphen appears to have been constructed in at least two stages: the older portion is the southeast half and the newer portion 
that to the northwest of the interior chimney. The hyphen was renovated to its current appearance circa 1928. One theory holds 
that a one-and-a-half-story log building dating to the late 17th or early 18th century is enclosed within the southeast portion of the 
hyphen. (1) Extant physical and documentary evidence, which is discussed in depth in Section 8 of this document, suggests that it 
is a one-and-a-half-story wood-frame kitchen dating to the second quarter of the 19th century and built either freestanding and 
attached later or as an addition to the original 1828 portion. 

The southwest elevation of the hyphen, which projects several inches beyond the exterior walls of the flanking wings, is 
characterized by a long enclosed porch pierced by three windows, an entry, four windows, an entry, and two windows. Both 
entries have fifteen-light wood doors and are protected by one-light storm doors. All but one of the window openings feature 
paired eight-light wood casement windows with vertical panes and unmolded wood surrounds with a beaded lintel and projecting 
sill. The window in the westernmost bay is a single eight-light wood casement. Projecting from the peak of the gable, located 
slightly off-center, is a tall, square brick chimney with a corbeled cap. 

The northeast elevation of the hyphen is divided into two sections. The west section projects several feet beyond the east section 
to accommodate a single fifteen-light wood door protected by a one-light wood storm door with a rectangular wood louvered vent 
above. The east section features a pair of fifteen-light wood french doors flanked by ten-light wood sidelights on the eastern 
portion. Each of the french doors are protected by one-light wood storm doors. The west section has four pairs of eight-light 
wood casement windows. Surrounds are wood with molded lintels and projecting sills. Also notable on this elevation is a molded 
wood cornice and a one-light metal skylight on the west portion of the roof. 
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The facade, or southwest elevation, of the 1928 wing is five bays on the first story and three bays on the second story. The first 
story features a central entry sheltered by a one-story front-gable portico with a round-arched tympanum, molded chamfered square 
wood posts, and a molded wood cornice. The Colonial Revival entry has a paneled wood door with sidelights and a fanlight 
transom, and is protected by a twelve-light wood storm door. A stretcher-bond brick stoop with rounded steps leads to the front 
portico. Two 6/6 wood-sash windows flanked by louvered wood shutters are located on either side of the entry. The second story 
has three front-gable half-dormers, each with 6/6 wood-sash windows and a molded wood cornice. Window surrounds are 
unmolded wood with a beaded lintel and projecting sill. Other notable features include a projecting molded cornice and unmolded 
wood cornerboards. 

The northwest elevation features an exterior-end shouldered stretcher-bond brick chimney with a corbeled cap. Paired four-light 
wood windows are located on either side of the chimney on the first story and a single 6/6 wood-sash window is located on either 
side of the chimney on the second story. Window surrounds are the same as those on the facade. Other notable elements include a 
molded wood cornice, unmolded wood cornerboards, and quarter-round wood louvered vents on either side of the chimney on the 
garret level. 

The northeast elevation features ample fenestration, a wide, full-width dormer on the second story, and a one-story shed-roof 
screened-in porch with square wood posts on the first story. The first story is four bays in width, with an off-center entry in the 
third bay, accessed through the porch. To the east of the entry is a single 6/6 wood-sash window. The first and fourth bays, 
flanked by louvered wood shutters, each feature three 6/6 wood-sash windows. The second story is four regular bays in width. As 
on the first story, the first and fourth bays are flanked by wood louvered shutters and have three 6/6 wood-sash windows. The two 
inner bays have a single 6/6 wood-sash window flanked by wood louvered shutters. Window surrounds are the same as those on 
the facade. 

The southeast elevation is partially obscured by the hyphen. A central exterior-end brick chimney with a corbeled cap is located in 
the center of the elevation, flanked on each side by a single 6/6 wood-sash window on the second story and quarter-round wood 
louvered vents on the garret level. The surrounds are the same as those seen elsewhere on the 1928 northwest wing. 

PRIMARY RESOURCE INTERIOR. The floor plan of the dwelling is complicated and reflects the various additions and 
alterations made to the house over time. When originally constructed in 1828, the southeast wing of the house was a side-hall plan 
with entry into the hall on the east and a large heated parlor on the west. The mid-19th-century addition to the southeast, deeper 
than the 1828 house, contained an elegant double-parlor accessed through the original hall, thus creating a central-hall plan. This 
floorplan remains intact and a screened porch added to the rear of the 1828 section. It should be noted that much of the original 
plaster in the house has been replaced with wallboard by the current owners during their restoration of the house in the 1980s. 

The hall features exterior entries in the southwest and northeast walls. The southwest door is wood and features six raised panels, a 
four-light transom, a brass rimlock, and a heavily molded Federal-style surround. As previously mentioned, three of the four lights 
in the transom are glazed with clouded glass exhibiting a quatrefoil pattern. The northeast door is Greek Revival style with four 
raised panels, the two upper panels taller than the lower panels, and a metal rimlock. Two interior doors are present in the 
southeast and northwest walls. The former leads to the double parlor and the latter to the original parlor, which is now used as a 
dining room. These interior doors are wood and have six raised panels and surrounds like those of the southeast entry. An open 
stair runs along the southeast wall. The stair features narrow rectangular balusters, a round rail, slender round molded newels, and 
unadorned newel drops. The understair powder room is enclosed with beaded board. Other notable features include wood 
floorboards laid from front to back, a Greek Revival wood baseboard, and modern crown molding. 

The northwest parlor, now used as a dining room, is dominated by a deep fireplace in the northwest wall with a wood neoclassical 
mantelpiece featuring a blank frieze, a heavily molded shelf, and reeded pilasters. The fireplace has a brick hearth. On either side 
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of the fireplace are interior doors. The south door leads to the enclosed porch of the hyphen and the north door to a room in the 
hyphen referred to by the current owners as the "keeping room." Another interior door is located across from the fireplace in the 
southeast wall. All doors are wood and have six raised panels. There are two 9/6 wood-sash windows in the southwest and 
northeast walls. It should be noted that the front windows, which are original to the house, have thicker muntins than those of the 
rear windows, which were replaced by the current owners following their purchase of the property in 1982. Door and window 
surrounds feature the same wood molding as those of the central hall. Also similar to the molding in the hall are the Greek Revival 
baseboard and modern denticulated crown molding in the northwest parlor. The wood floorboards are laid the width of the room 
rather than lengthwise as in the central hall. 

In the mid-19th-century the double-parlor was added to the southeast elevation of the original 1828 house. The double-parlor, 
accessed through the central hall, has eight to ten-inch wood floor boards laid the width rather than the length of the room. There 
are two identical large fireplaces located in the southeast wall, one in each parlor. They feature wood Regency-style mantelpieces 
with a wide swell-front shelf, a blank frieze, and reeded pilaster jambs with corner roundels. The same reeding and corner 
roundels are exhibited in the window and door surrounds of the double parlor. There are two 9/6 wood-sash windows in the 
northeast and southwest elevations, and two wood doors with six raised panels in the northwest wall, one in each parlor. The south 
door features a small brass knob and escutcheon while the north door has a rim lock The same Greek Revival-style baseboard is 
present in this room and modem denticulated crown molding. Separating the two parlors is a wide opening with folding triple-leaf 
doors, each leaf featuring eight short raised panels over two long raised panels. Of particular interest in this room is the grafitti 
etched into one of the panes of glass in the southeast window. Among the names etched into the glass is "M. E. Sollers," likely 
Mary Evelyn Sollers who was born to Nathaniel and Elizabeth Sollers circa 1835. 

The hyphen has two primary rooms arranged on a southeast to northwest axis with a long hall running the full length of the hyphen 
on the southwest side. The east room, known as the "keeping room" by the current owners, is the room that is said to be the oldest 
portion of the house. The random-width wood floorboards are laid the length of the room and the ceiling exhibits exposed hand-
hewn beams. There are six-panel wood doors in the southwest and southeast walls. The northeast wall of the room is dominated 
by the presence of two fifteen-light french doors, put in by the current owners after 1982, and flanking ten-light sidelights. The 
northwest wall features a large repointed fireplace with a Georgian-style raised-panel overmantel and built-in side cupboards, and a 
bracketed mantel shelf. The joinery present on the inside of this room are highly suggestive of a Colonial Revival renovation, 
probably by Margaret McNaughten Rorty following her purchase of the property in 1928. 

The long hall in the hyphen indicates that it is a porch enclosure. The narrow wood floorboards are laid the width of the hall. The 
ceiling has a steep slant underneath the shed roof and is clad in narrow beaded board. The southwest exterior wall, also clad in 
narrow beaded board, features ample fenestration and two exterior doors wim unmolded surrounds suggestive of the second 
quarter of the 20th century. The northeast wall, once an exterior wall, exhibits wide lapped weatherboard, and two doorways with 
unmolded wood surrounds. The east of these two doorways leads to the "keeping room," while the west door leads to the modem 
kitchen. A door at the east end of the hall leads into the dining room of the 1828 portion of the house. A the door in the west end 
of the hall leads into the 1928 addition. 

The southwest wing of the house at 2715 Spout Lane was built in 1928 for Margaret McNaughten Rorty in the Colonial Revival 
style. The interior reflects this style in its center-hall plan and finishings. The southeast of the two major first floor rooms is now 
used as a den/living room. The walls are sheathed in vertical beaded-board paneling and the floor finished with random-width 
wood boards. There is a fireplace with a brick hearth in the southeast wall, flanked by segmental-arched built-in book shelves. 
The northwest room on the first floor is used as a library and is finished with similar materials as the den/living room. The walls 
are lined with shallow-arched built-in book shelves. There is a fireplace in the northwest wall with a brick hearth and a wood 
neoclassical mantelpiece with a blank frieze and reeded pilasters. 
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SECONDARY RESOURCES. Located at the southwest corner of the intersection of Sollers Wharf Road and the gravel drive to 
the house is a small one-story wood-frame secondary dwelling, dating to circa 1940. The building is clad in board-and-batten 
wood siding and has a cross-gable roof sheathed in asphalt shingles. The three-bay facade, or northeast elevation, features an entry 
in the east gable-end sheltered by a shed-roof front porch on square wood posts with wood lattice on the side elevations. Windows 
on the house are 6/6 wood-sash flanked by inoperable wood louvered shutters. Other notable features include a molded wood 
cornice, a square brick interior-end chimney with a corbeled cap, and a one-story shed-roof addition to the rear. At the end of the 
gravel drive is a large one-and-a-half-story wood-frame garage, built circa 1928. The building is clad in wide lapped 
weatherboard, has a solid parged foundation, and a side-gable roof sheathed in pressed metal sheets. The first story features four 
garage openings, each with double-leaf wood doors with eight lights and metal hardware. Other notable features include a square 
wood cupola on the roof capped with a metal weathervane, projecting eaves, a molded wood cornice, and two front-gable dormers 
on the front elevation with 6/6 wood-sash windows. 

Located southwest of the house is a non-historic pool house, built circa 2000. The one-story wood-frame pool house is clad in 
wide lapped weatherboard, has a solid brick foundation, and a front-gable roof sheathed in asphalt shingles. The building features 
a prominent central projecting portico on square wood posts and 4/4 windows. 

East of the house at the bottom of the hill and directly adjacent to the water's edge is a one-story wood-frame boathouse, built circa 
1920. The boathouse is clad in board-and-batten siding and has a front-gable roof sheathed in corrugated metal. It has 
overhanging eaves and projecting gables, a wood box cornice, and double-leaf beaded-board doors on metal hinges. Between the 
boathouse and the dwelling is a small concrete-block masonry pumphouse, built circa 1980, with a gable roof sheathed in asphalt 
shingles. Also located along the shore below the house on property held in common by the residents of the Spout subdivision is 
the Sollers Store and Post Office, CT-1200, a remarkably intact one-and-a-half-story wood-frame building historically associated 
with Sollers Wharf. Also notable are the ruins of the early 20th-century Sollers and Dowell Oysterhouse, an oyster packing house 
which operated until 1946. It is located to the northeast of the dwelling at the end of Sollers Wharf Road. (2) 

A small complex of tiiree agricultural outbuildings is located west of the house. The largest of mese is a wood-frame tractor barn, 
built circa 1920, clad in board-and-batten wood siding. The building has a steeply-pitched side-gable roof sheathed in corrugated 
metal and a brick pier foundation. The primary, or southwest, elevation features three wide openings. Other notable features 
include a one-bay shed-roof addition to the southeast elevation, a wood box cornice, and overhanging eaves. South of the tractor 
barn is a smaller one-story wood-frame equipment shed, built circa 1940. The shed is clad in corrugated metal sheets and has a 
solid concrete foundation and an asymmetrical side-gable roof sheathed in asphalt shingles. The primary, or northeast, elevation 
features three large openings and one smaller double-leaf wood pedestrian door. East of the equipment shed is a one-story wood-
frame shed, built circa 1920, that now serves as a potting shed but appears to have originally been a corn crib. The building is clad 
in lapped weatherboard on three sides, has a brick pier foundation, and a front-gable roof sheathed in corrugated metal. The 
primary, or southwest, elevation is clad in vertical flush wood boards. It has a wood box cornice. 

ENDNOTES 

(1) Fehr, Cynthia. "Spout Farm." Maryland House and Garden Pilgrimage, 2002 Tours. Baltimore, MD: Reese Press, Inc., 
2002. P.74. 

(2) Sundermann, Anne M. Harbours, Creekes and Places: The Steamboat Wharves & Landings of Calvert County, Maryland. 
Prince Frederick, Maryland: Calvert County Historic District Commission, 2001. P. 46. 
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1600-1699 agriculture economics health/medicine performing arts 
1700-1799 archeology education industry philospohy 

_X_ 1800-1899 J L architecture engineering invention politics/government 
1900-1999 art entertainment/ J L landscape architecture religion 
2000- commerce recreation law science 

communications ethnic heritage literature social history 
community planning exploration/ JL maritime industry transportation 
conservation settlement military other: 

Specific dates 1828,1928 Architect/Builder Unknown 

Construction dates 1828,1928 

Evaluation for: 

National Register Maryland Register X not evaluated 

Prepare a one-paragraph summary statement of significance addressing applicable criteria, followed by a narrative discussion of 
the history of the resource and its context. (For compliance reports, complete evaluation on a DOE Form - see manual.) 

SIGNIFICANCE SUMMARY. The primary dwelling at The Spout, located at 2715 Spout Lane, is an intact and notable example 
of a well-appointed rural residence built for a successful tobacco farmer in Calvert County during the second quarter of the 19th 
century. The history of The Spout and the associated property is representative of major architectural, agricultural, maritime and 
development trends that took place in Calvert County during the 19th and 20th centuries. Initially constructed in 1828 as a two-and-
a-half-story wood-frame side-hall-plan dwelling for the newly married Nathaniel Sollers, The Spout was a working tobacco 
farmstead, one of many in a county that had been defined by the cash crop since the 17th century. A subsequent enlargement of the 
house in the 1840s and late-19th-century kitchen addition reflect national domestic architectural trends taking place during the 19th 
century. During the mid-19th century a wharf developed on the property specifically to facilitate the transportation of the Sollers' 
tobacco crop. By the early 20th century the wharf also supported a store, post office and oyster packing house, a complex of 
commercial ventures highly representative of maritime culture and industry during the period. The wharf is a significant example of 
the larger wharf system which occupied an essential role in the transportation, economy and development of Calvert County during 
the 19fh century. 

In the 1930s the house and property were converted from a working farm into a country estate for wealthy urbanites seeking 
pastoral refuge from the city. The Colonial Revival-style wing, four-car garage and secondary dwelling were constructed as part of 
this campaign. Alterations to the property included the planting of a colonial-inspired formal garden and boxwood maze in the field 
southwest of the house on land formerly used for growing tobacco. During the second half of the 20th century, Calvert County 
came under increasing development pressure from Washington, D. C, commuters in search of inexpensive suburban housing. Like 
so many other farmsteads in the county, The Spout property was subdivided in 1981 for suburban residential development. 

HISTORY. The peninsula of land on which The Spout is located is said to have been granted to Thomas Hatton, Secretary of 
Maryland, in 1636. (1) In 1665, the parcel is believed to have passed to the Meers (or Mears) family, for whom nearby Mears Cove 
takes its name. (2) The property is said to have been owned for a time by English lawyer Jacob Nutt, during which time it was 
known as Nutt's Cliffs. It then passed to the Parran family, which retained the property from the early 18th century to the early 19th 
century. (3) In 1828, the property was acquired by Nathaniel Dare Sollers. Sollers was the son of James and Ann Dare Sollers who 
resided on a tract of land in Calvert County on the Chesapeake Bay known as Cherry Hill. (4) In 1826, Sollers married Elizabeth 
Peterson, daughter of Danish mariner Captain John Peterson. (5) John Peterson, who owned a fleet of vessels, came to Calvert 
County by way of Baltimore in the 1820s and, in 1834, purchased a tract of land known as Peterson's Point. This property was part 
of present-day Jefferson Patterson Park and Museum, across from The Spout. (6) For the first few years of their marriage, 
Nathaniel and Elizabeth Sollers lived at Cherry Hill, where their first child, Ann Elizabeth, was born circa 1828. (7) 

t 
There are two accounts of Sollers' acquisition of the property on which The Spout is now located. One account states that Sollers 
purchased 600 acres in 1828 for $12.01 an acre (8), while another account states that Captain John Peterson purchased the land 
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from the McGill family for the sum of $6,000 as a wedding gift to his daughter and son-in-law. (9) Some creedence is given to the 
latter report by the fact that an 1883 deed for me property refers to it as being the dower lands of Elizabeth Sollers. It is unclear 
when the property first became known as The Spout, but the name derives from a freshwater spring that flows above the bank of St. 
Leonard Creek a short distance from the house. It is said that the spring was known by vessels that traveled along St. Leonard 
Creek throughout the 18th and 19th centuries (10). The property is also said to have been the site of a skirmish between British and 
American troops during the War of 1812 (1812-1815). (11) On their way to attack Washington, D.C., during the summer of 1814, 
British forces under the command of Admiral Ross attempted to land at the head of St. Leonard Creek and were rebuffed by 
Commodore Joshua Barney. (12) Two British sailors reputedly lost their lives in the skirmish and were buried near the spring. (13) 
One additional story is told of the property on which The Spout was built. James Fitzhugh, a colonel in the War of 1812, is said to 
have been challenged to a duel by a "hot-headed" young man from St. Marys County named William Droughton. (14) The duel 
was to take place at the spout and Fitzhugh was given the choice of weapons. Droughton arrived at the spout to find that Fitzhugh 
had selected a child's bean shooter as the weapon. Thus disarmed by humor, Droughton and Fitzhugh are said to have departed 
amicably. 

In me Chesapeake Bay area, as well as in Tidewater and Piedmont Virginia, the post-revolutionary period coincided with the rise of 
a rural upper-middle class identified by one scholar as a well-housed subgentry. (15) These successful middling planters built 
houses that were superior in construction and detail to the "crudely built houses and outbuildings used by me region's poor majority, 
yet less refined than some of the center-stage edifices put up by colonial grandees." (16) In Calvert County, Maryland, a number of 
houses that fall into this category were built during the late 18th century and early 19th century by successful tobacco farmers. In 
many cases, these houses were enlarged one or several times during the 19th century as the size and profits of the resident family 
increased. Following their acquisition of the land in 1828, Nathaniel and Elizabeth Sollers began construction on the primary 
dwelling at The Spout while living in a small log house just to the north. (17) Extant architectural evidence and oral history indicate 
that the house as originally built in 1828 was a two-and-a-half-story wood-frame side-gable dwelling with a side-hall plan and an 
exterior-end chimney on the northwest elevation. Interior and exterior window and door surrounds, windows, and mantelpieces 
present in this portion of me house are consistent with the 1828 date. 

In addition to Ann Elizabeth, who was born at Cherry Hill, seven children were born to me Sollers while they lived at The Spout, 
including Mary Evelyn Sollers, born circa 1835, whose name is scratched unto the southeast window of the double parlor. (18) 
Although Nathaniel Dare Sollers was Anglican, his wife Elizabeth was Roman Catholic and the children were brought up in the 
Catholic faith. (19) As there were few Catholics in Calvert County during the period, visiting priests would would conduct mass in 
the home of local residents. One priest in particular who preached in the area was James Cardinal Gibbons (1834-1921), ordained 
in 1861. From Baltimore, Gibbons would be praised by President William H. Taft for his "single-minded patriotism and love of 
country on the one hand and (his) sincere devotion to his Church and God, on the other." (20) The family burial ground was 
located north of The Spout on land that would eventually become that of John James Sollers, although the graves have since been 
relocated to Middleham Chapel in Lusby. (21) 

Nathaniel Dare Sollers farmed tobacco on his land at The Spout and also cut timber to be sold for firewood in the markets in 
Baltimore. (22) Although the exact date of establishment is not known, a wharf existed at The Spout by the late 19th century. (23) 
It seems likely that Nathaniel Sollers established or improved this now defunct wharf, known as Sollers Wharf, to facilitate the 
transportation of his tobacco crop to the Maryland market via sail and later steam ships, perhaps even by his father-in-law's vessels. 
By the early 1840s, Nathaniel Dare Sollers had prospered enough to make a substantial addition to the primary dwelling at The 
Spout. The addition appears to have been a practical consideration to accommodate Sollers' growing family as well as a 
conspicuous display of his growing wealth and status. Built onto the southeast elevation of the existing dwelling, the addition was 
two-and-a-half-stories in height with two massive shouldered chimneys on the southeast elevation, connected by a brick pent. This 
brick pent, rare in Calvert County but seen throughout Eastern and Southern Maryland, Tidewater Virginia, and Eastern North 
Carolina uiroughout the later 18th and early 19th centuries, is a distinguishing feature of the house. On the first floor, the addition 
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accommodated a spacious double-parlor, very fashionable during the period, featuring elegant Regency-style mantelpieces and 
window and door surrounds with reeding and roundel cornerblocks. 

To unify the two separate sections of the house, the two-story five-bay porch, or piazza, was built onto the facade. The evenly-
spaced bays of the porch, created by chamfered wood posts, counteract the irregular fenestration of the southwest exterior wall and 
present a coherent symmetrical front to the dwelling and gave a decidely more formal and imposing look to the vernacular 
dwelling. The double-shouldered brick chimneys and the two-story porch bear close similarities to another Calvert County 
residence: His Lordship's Favor (CT-19), which is located on the Blake property. John Sollers, the first Sollers to settle in the 
county, moved from Anne Arundel County in the late 17th century to the Upper Cliffs area where His Lordship's Favor is located. 

Extant architectural and documentary evidence suggests that the one-and-a-half-story wood-frame kitchen addition was built during 
the mid-19th century as well. As previously mentioned, it has been theorized that the kitchen addition, now enclosed within die 
hyphen, is a 17th-century log building. (24) The origins of this theory are unknown, but there is little extant architectural evidence 
to support this theory. A documentary photograph of the house at The Spout prior to the construction of me northwest wing in 1928 
reveals the kitchen addition as it looked in the early 20th century. (25) It shows the kitchen addition as what appears to be a two-
room linear addition to the main house with a chimney stack in the middle and a shed-roof front porch on me southwest elevation. 
The size and proportion of the building, location and size of the chimney stack, and manner in which it is attached to the main house 
are consistent with the mid-19th century. Furthermore, the Georgian-style raised paneling and flanking built-in cupboards present 
on the interior of the original kitchen do not appear to be original, but appear rather to be either reproduction or re-used material 
from another building. This is also the case with the exposed beams in me ceiling and the wood floorboards, as well as the wood 
door surrounds. This evidence suggests that the room may have been remodeled in the Colonial Revival manner during the 1928 
renovation and building campaign of Margaret McNaughten Rorty. 

In her account of the history of The Spout, Virginia H. Sollers-Hoffrnaster mentions a large freestanding kitchen present on the 
property during the Nathaniel Dare Sollers residency. (26) It seems possible that this kitchen was initially detached and was later 
attached to the main house during the late 19th century. This would parallel domestic architectural trends taking place during the 
period among both rural and urban dwellings. Sollers-Hoffmaster also mentions a barn, dairy (called a cooler), and smokehouse on 
the property during the period, as well as a large enclosed kitchen garden directly adjacent to the house to me southeast, now an 
open yard. (27) 

Nathaniel Dare Sollers died circa 1844 at the relatively young age of 45 and before the birth of his last child, Joseph Peterson 
Sollers. (28) At his death, the property passed to his wife, Elizabeth. Census records from 1870 reveal that the youngest son, 
Joseph Peterson Sollers, was living at The Spout witii his wife, Mary E. Sedwick, and his diree young children. (29) Also living 
with him was his mother, then sixty-one years of age, and two illiterate teenaged domestic servants recorded as "black." It is 
interesting to note that directly adjacent to Joseph are his two older brouiers, John James Sollers and Nathaniel Dare Sollers, Jr. and 
their families, as well as a fisherman who may be living at the wharf. Joseph and his brother are all listed as farmers, each witii land 
valued between $4,000 and $5,000. Following Elizabem Sollers' death circa 1873, The Spout passed to me eldest son, Nathaniel 
Dare Sollers, Jr. (30) He sold the house and 79 acres to Thomas and Mary Tansley of Baltimore, Maryland in 1883 for $3,000. 
Just a year later in 1884 a post office was established at Sollers suggesting that the current Sollers Store and Post Office (CT-1200) 
had been constructed by that time. (31) The post office operated until 1925 when postal service for the area was removed to die 
Lusby Post Office, also located on a major waterway. 

Tansley held the property for only a short time and then sold 32 acres of it, including me house, to John W. Breeden of Calvert 
County in 1889 for $3,750. John W. Breeden is listed in 1910 census as a grocer living with his wife, Maggie, and his five 
children, his daughter-in-law, and his granddaughter. (31) The location of the Sollers Store and Post Office adjacent to The Spout 
suggests that Breeden was operating the store. Living directly adjacent to John W. Breeden are Jacob E. Breeden, John H. Breeden 
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and Richard E. Breeden, all identified in the census as farmers. Also directly adjacent, in the household of Richard Breeden, are 
several oystermen. By the late 19th century the oyster fishing and packing industry had begun to grow and small packing houses 
developed adjacent to wharves in the county. One such packing house, W. E. Sollers and Company (now in ruins), was built just 
below The Spout circa 1916, conveniently located adjacent to Sollers Wharf. The presence of these oystermen in the 1910 census, 
however, suggests that oystering was taking place on the site before the construction of this most recent building. (32) While living 
at The Spout, Breeden appears to have replaced the windows on the water side of the main house from the original 6/6 and 9/9 
wood-sash windows with 2/2 wood-sash windows, common during the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Other than this, the house 
itself appears to have changed little during this period. 

In 1928, John W. Breeden sold approximately 42 acres of land, including the primary dwelling, to Margaret McNaughten Rorty of 
New York. When Rorty acquired the property, the house consisted of the southeast wing and the kitchen addition. Over the next 
two decades, Rorty engaged in a massive construction and renovation campaign with the goal of recreating a grand colonial estate. 
(33) Beginning in 1928, the northwest wing of the house was built and the hyphen renovated to serve as a pass through between the 
two wings of the house. The northwest wing was executed in the Colonial Revival style of the period, exhibiting such elements as 
6/6 wood-sash windows, a pedimented portico over the front entry, half-dormers, exterior-end chimneys. The interior adopted a 
traditional center-hall plan, flush vertical wood paneling on the walls, and joinery that incorporated what were perceived at the time 
to be colonial motifs and patterns. The original kitchen addition was extended to join the southeast elevation of the new wing and 
the porch enclosed to provide an interior passage between the two wings. 

Rorty's deliberate attempt to make the property into a colonial-style estate is seen not only in the main house, but in the grounds, as 
well. The four-car garage and a small secondary dwelling were constructed, both in the Colonial Revival style. Considerable effort 
was made to ensure that the large garage was in harmony with the surroundings, including the use of traditional materials such as 
lapped weatherboard and the incorporation of the small square cupola on the roof to match that of the main house. The location of 
the secondary dwelling suggests that it may have been constructed to house a gardener, groundskeeper or other steward of the 
property. The location allowed the monitoring of the property and close proximity to the formal garden to the southwest. In the 
polygon-shaped parcel of land wedged between the drive and Mears Creek Road formerly used for growing tobacco, Rorty planted 
a formal garden inspired by colonial examples, complete with a boxwood maze. Rorty also made other significant changes to the 
landscape. Rigid tree lines were planted to define the boundaries of the property and geometric boxwood hedges created paths and 
gave order to the grounds. An elaborate trellis structure was built onto the walls of the 1928 northwest wing and entrance portico to 
facilitate the growth of climbing plants. Most of the landscaping that Rorty planted during her 18 years at The Spout is still evident 
on the property. 

This unified cohesive attempt to create a colonial estate at The Spout is strong evidence to suggest that the Georgian features of the 
present "keeping room" are part of Rorty's renovations to the house. Even if this room is a 17th- or 18th-century log building it 
would be most unlikely that the elaborate Georgian-style overmantel and built-in cupboards were original features. Given these 
facts, it seems plausible that the paneling is either reused from another building or reproduction paneling and that the colonial 
features of the room represent a deliberate attempt by Rorty to recreate a colonial-style room at The Spout, which was believed at 
the time to have been built during the Colonial period. 

In 1946,42 acres of The Spout were acquired by General Horace M. Fuller and his wife, Elizabeth (or Betty), of Washington, D.C. 
Like Margaret Rorty, Elizabeth Fuller was an avid gardener who delighted in tending to the elegant landscape that Rorty had 
created at The Spout. Mrs. Fuller had a greenhouse and filled the hyphen passage with potted and climbing plants. Mrs. Fuller was 
also a ardent admirer of birds, and built an elaborate wood-frame aviary with a canvas roof to house her ducks during the winter, 
complete with a coop and pond. (34) At General Fuller's death, the property passed his widow, Elizabeth Fuller. Following 
Elizabeth Fuller's death, the trustees of the estate established the Spout Farm Association, Inc. for the purpose of subdividing and 
developing the property. The area adjacent to Sollers Wharf was left as open land to be held in common by the purchasers of the 
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individual lots in Spout Farm. 

Approximately six acres of The Spout were sold in 1982 to Vankirk and Cynthia Fehr of Washington, D.C. The Fehrs have made a 
number of renovations and repairs to the property, including the clearing out and restoration of the landscaped grounds. (35) In the 
southeast wing of the dwelling, the Fehrs removed the original plaster, replastering where possible and applying wallboard where 
not. Breeden's 2/2 wood-sash windows on the northeast elevation were replaced with reproduction 6/6 and 9/6 wood-sash windows 
mirroring the arrangement of the facade. In some of the rooms, wainscotting, chair rails, or denticulated crown molding was added, 
but a concerted effort was made to retain original joinery, doors, and hardware. In the hyphen, the Fehrs completely renovated and 
updated the Fuller's kitchen, which was located northwest of the "keeping room." In the "keeping room," french doors and 
sidelights replaced the original windows. 
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SPOUT FARM late 18th. c. 

Attractively situated and surrounded by large 
plantings of boxwood this two story frame structure has 
an unusual salt box profile and massive external chimneys 
with stepped weatherings and two story pents. The two 
story galleried porch at the principle facade is of a 
recent date. 



i. STATE M a r y l a n d HISTORIC AMERICAN BUILDINGS SURVEY 

COUNTY C a l v e r t INVENTORY C T - 6 2 
TOWN VICINITY So l le rs 
STREET NO. 2- NAME SpOUt Farm 

Sollers Point Road _ 
ORIGINAL OWNER S d l e r S F a m i l y DATE OR PERIOD C 1 7 « 0 

OR.GINAL USE D w e l l i n g STYLE M a r y l a n d C o l o n i a l 
PRESENT OWNER M r . a n d M r s . F u l l e r ARCHITECT 

T , -, -, . BUILDER 

PRESENT USE D w e l l i n g 
WALL CONSTRUCTION C l a p b o a r d 3. FOR LIBRARY OF CONGRESS USE 

NO. OF STORIES 2-g- w / l | - a d d i t i o n 
4. NOTABLE FEATURES, HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE AND DESCRIPTION OPEN TO PUBLIC N O 

This is a rather large house which has the unusual feature 
of having double chimneys at either end of the house with a 2 
storey "brick pent between them. The chimneys are also separated 
from the house above the second storey level. This is the only 
house in Calvert; County to have such double chimneys with 
2 storey pents between them. The house is 5 bays wide and very 
deep. It has a roof which on the front extends out to form a 
roof for the 2 storey porch across the front of the house,and 
at the rear slopes down gently in the form of a catslide roof. 
There is a central door. All the windows are 9/6 with old glass. 
There is not much panelling in the interior of the house except 
in the stairhall where there is vertical beaded sided in the 
stairwall. The fireplaces are all ninteenth century in style. 
Originally this was a small one room house with a stairhall, a 
room was added on the other side of the hall and then a second 
storey with the house reaching its present size sometime around 
1780. To the left of the main house is a 1-g- storey wing which 
was the original kitchen and office. 

On the grounds of Spout Farm are extensive wood and myrtle 
plantings. An 18th century formal garden with paths and mazes 
has been created. It is very impressive. This is one of the 
best maintained estates in Calvert County. 
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